Revision Process for Community Rubrics

The following process should be used for providing suggested changes or revisions to any of the Community Rubrics.

1. Send all suggested revisions or additions to the Learning Outcomes Committee Chair (currently Julie Moore).
2. The LOC Chair will then present these changes to the Learning Outcomes Committee. The Learning Outcomes Committee will base their decision of whether or not to accept the revisions/additions on the following things:
   - Does the added revised language maintain a multi-disciplinary approach? (If the language is too discipline specific, these revisions might be more appropriate for a division/course specific rubric instead.)
   - Does each revision or addition maintain the meaning of the original competency within the outcome?
   - Is the revision/addition clear in its wording?
   - Is the revision/addition stated elsewhere on the rubric? (If so, it might be redundant and therefore not needed.)
   - Other?
3. If possible, the LOC will get further feedback on all revision suggestions from the group who originally drafted them.
4. The Learning Outcomes Committee Chair will implement changes to the rubric that are approved by the Learning Outcomes Committee and publish all updates on the Learning Outcomes Committee web site.